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Unapproved Minutes
TC 1.1 Thermodynamics and Psychrometrics
Monday, June 24, 2013, Denver, Colorado
2:15 pm – 4:15 pm

1. Call to Order:
S. A. Sherif called the meeting to order at 2:15 pm. The attendance sheet (current TC1.1 Roster) was distributed and attendees registered. Sherif asked attendees to introduce themselves. Sherif reviewed quorum. Three out of the 7 voting members were present; thus quorum was not established.

The Chair circulated the new roster, the meeting agenda, the unapproved meeting minutes from Dallas, TX, and the TAC notes from 2013 ASHRAE winter conference.

2. Liaison Reports:

Art Geilser (Research Liaison) indicated that a new RTAR form is approved and should be used as of September first. He also has to approve any new PES or PMSC. The new procedures require that the research liaison, Art, has to participate with the PES or at least have someone from RAC. Art also relayed RAC’s feeling that student involvement is not important in future project evaluations. The deadline for the next round of RTARs and work statements is September first; otherwise it will be in New York. Finally, he stressed that currently RAC has no backlog of research projects and that there is about $1M of available funds.

Victor Penar (Section Head)
- ASHRAE decided a new method for turning in activity sheets to be online → no manual tallying; a computer program will consolidate section’s activity sheets for each section head
- We have a lot of corresponding members who are not coming back on? Economics; companies not affording to pay for travel; retiring members; etc.
- Getting more voting members; why so many corresponding members that are not well engaged in the committee
- This is Vic’s last meeting as Section head
- Where is Samuel Sami? There is a certificate of appreciation for him that needs to get it to him.
- Vic gave Sherif a certificate of appreciation for his leadership in the TC.

2. Chair Report and Announcements:
Sherif updated the committee’s listserv and sent it to everybody. He requested that we keep updating the distribution list and remove the ones that bounce back.
Sherif discussed some of the announcement from the section breakfast:
- High tower award deadline September 1st 2013
- 2013/2014 service to ASHRAE nomination process; nomination due to RAC by September 30th.
- New ASHRAE award summary sheet that is for use by TAC should simplify things
- New Template for presentation available for use with local chapters
- New MTG: Cold Climate Design Guide to coordinate technical activities for cold climate design guide with REAVA. This is led by XX and YY.
- The employment discipline has been added; ASHRAE use the biographical forms. They have added this field and would like all members to update it.
- ENP beta test of (electronic and present) is in place in Denver. It is already proved effectiveness.
• TC interested in content development should contact section head
• CEC recently implemented technical program changes; suggested that the program SC chair attend the program training.
• New TC activity form to be used in order to automate things.
• New sign in sheet developed for use with TC meeting attendance.
• Our website is up and running. We are trying to populate it with past approved committee minutes.
• They would like us to welcome members and visitor; also thank you letters to the employers are available. Please contact your TC chair and he will wire it to the right people.

• Upcoming program dates: NY website was live June 3rd; the deadline is August 12th for seminars and forum. For Seattle the deadline is September 23rd for technical papers and the abstract of the conference papers. The site will be live January 2nd 2013. Please check attached for other ASHRAE deadline and other ASHRAE endorsed conferences.

3. Previous Minutes Approval:
No quorum available!

4. Roster Updates:
A new roster was approved for 2013/14. The chair thank all active members. James Schaeffer will be the chair, Omar will be the vice chair, and Liping will be the secretary.

4. Subcommittee Reports:
Research Subcommittee
The committee can have a mail ballot to approve RTAR written before August 15th. Tony will work on the “mass diffusivity of refrigerant in oil” and Bill and Omar will work on “Not in kind technology mapping for different HVAC&R applications”. James discussed an RTAR idea about evaluating contaminants’ limits to still consider air as standard air; Sherif argues that the ideal is to develop a correction factor to correct air properties with different contaminants. He also argues that we need to have a solid definition for standard air.
Omar discussed the idea of new psychrometric processes arising from tighter and improved building envelopes

Program Subcommittee (Howard Cheung)
The submitted forum on “psychrometric applications in high altitudes” was not approved because it has a limited applications. Tom Kuehn said that the forum acceptance rates are becoming lower (4 out of 20). New program activities such as special seminars, parallel keynote presentation, etc. Tom passed on CEC notes to Howard.
For NY; Howard is trying to recruit speakers for “second law applications in HVAC systems design”. He was not able to get speaker to come mainly since most of the notable speakers are international and they have not enough funds to support their travel. Tony suggested using “Second Law for the person on the street”; and “Exergy for the person on the street”. Sherif discussed the need to emphasis the relevance of second law for ASHRAE community. He suggested to co-sponsor it with TC7.4 “Exergy Analysis for Sustainable Buildings”.
Howard will plan for a seminar session on “psychrometric applications in high altitudes”; Ray will work with Howard and chair the session. Omar said that it might not be relevant for ASHRAE’s program.
The committee said that it is better to focus the effort on the seminar for second law. Tony can be a speaker (or one of his students); Howard has a specific application of second law efficiency for variable speed systems, Vikrant has co-authored a paper comparing entropy generation and “entrancy” for second
law analysis. Steven Brown said he has not heard about the “entrancy” before; Tony described it as a
method to evaluate the “heat transfer ability” of a system or a stream. Steven asked who the target
audience is; Sherif said the ASHRAE general audience. Liping said that TC1.1 has already presented in
Long Beach in CA a seminar on second level: (look at page 6 of the notes). Howard will Chair.
Sherif suggested that Howard to work with the TC members on developing a title in the essence of
“pricing energy” and “quality versus quantity”.
For Seattle we have a plan for “Thermoacoustic Refrigeration” seminar Greg Swift, Laura Schaeffer, and
Penn state, Cila Herman from Johns Hopkins Mechanical Engineering. Steve Brown will chair.

Standard Subcommittee (Roy Crawford)
A standard proposal was approved and James will present the case for PPIS on Tuesday between 11 am to
1 pm. James will be the chair and the committee has already started on it.

Handbook Subcommittee (Youngfang Zhong)
Nothing to update; 2 chapters were approved and are available in the bookstore.

Website:
The TC website is alive and updates; more content will be populated with Sherif’s support. Please contact
him for any request to change, add, or delete any website content. Sherif recommended that TC member
send older minutes to Vikrant to add to the website.
Vikrant asked whether we would like to list the roster (name and position only).

7. Old Business:
Nothing to report

8. New Business:
Nothing to report

9. Adjournment:
Sherif dismissed the TC since we don’t have quorum.

Submitted by Omar Abdelaziz
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Exergy Efficient Systems and Applications for Sustainable Buildings, Long Beach, CA – June 2007
Exergy: A New Frontier in Green Building Simulation, Long Beach, CA – June 2007
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Advanced Cycles and Systems for Air Conditioning, Refrigeration and Power, Quebec City, Canada – June 2006
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Second Law Analysis and Optimization: Orlando, FL – February 2005
How Second-Law Analysis Can Save You Money; Atlanta, GA - January 2001
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